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How to Build a Home-Based Nutrition 
Business in 7  Easy Steps 

 
A home-based business can be a great way to make money and pursue interests and passions 
while still allowing for flexibility in a busy lifestyle. Nutrition businesses come with the added 
benefits of learning about health and wellness, as well as helping others on their own nutritional 
journeys. Becoming a partner in an already established nutrition distribution business will give 
you all the benefits of doing it on your own, without the liability and stress of building a business 
from scratch. The following are a few easy steps to help you get started as a partner in an 
established nutrition business. 
 
 
Step 1: Do Your Research 
 
Learn as much about the world of nutrition as possible; it is important that potential customers 
see you as not only a professional at the company, but a resource of knowledge and information 
in the  nutrition industry.  
 
Create and discover ways you can help the business thrive by finding blogs and sites of 
successful home-based nutrition businesses. See what they succeed at and where they fail; 
learn how to build off of their failures and use their successes to spark your own ideas for 
promoting products and lifestyle habits.  
 
 
Step 2: Write a Business Plan 
 
Creating a simple business plan for yourself can help you stay on track of personal and 
business goals. Build a plan that aims to accomplishes these 5 points: 
 

● Define Your Vision - What is the desired end result of your partnership with the nutrition 
business? 
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● Define Your Mission - Explain why the company exists. What would make future clients 
interested?  

● Define Your Objectives - Outline the goals you have to achieve your vision and mission 
with the company. 

● Outline Your Basic Strategy - Outline a more detailed strategy to maintain those goals. 
● Write a Startup Action Plan - Begin to plan small tasks that can be accomplished day by 

day that reach toward your goals, and implement them into your above strategy. 
 
 
Step 3: Decide on a Budget 
 
Oftentimes as a partner with a company there are some startup fees necessary, be sure you are 
in a financial situation where these fees won’t be an issue. Secondly, look into the possibility of 
having a budget for other marketing tactics such as; social ads, video production, content 
creation, etc.  
 
 
Step 4: Get Your Website & Social Accounts Together 
 
Consider having a blog or personal site in place where insights about the company and 
products can be shared. 
 
Social media is also a very important part of a home businesses; create social media accounts 
specifically for the business. Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are great ways to start and begin 
building the brand. Oftentimes in a partnership with an established brand your brand will be you; 
your personality, habits, lifestyle, etc. that will help others relate to you, show why you love the 
company, and how you use their products.  
 
Another way that sharing the business and products on the web becomes easier as a partner of 
a larger company are the resources available to you; an example of which is being able to rely 
on the videos and content the larger company, for example Blendfresh, has already created 
while adding your own personal twist to the posts. 
 
 
Step 5: Keep in Mind Brand and Target Audience 
 
Keep in mind the type of brand and target audience of the business. Do they sell to young 
moms? College students? Make sure as you build your side of the business to keep the 
demographic in mind. 
 
 
Step 6: Consider Joining a Distribution Business 
 



As mentioned in the introduction, one of the best ways to build a home-based nutrition business 
is through partnering with an already established business. With a small investment, you will be 
part of an already established business model and their connections. At Blendfresh it is easy to 
become a partner and have access to all the benefits and support of the Blendfresh expertise 
and network. Learn more about being a partner or become one here today. 
 
 
Step 7: Stay Up-to-Date on Nutrition Information and Businesses 
 
Always continue learning about the nutrition world and the new studies being conducted. Stay 
current on news that relates to the business and products. Perhaps even consider running a 
blog, or posting on social media, with relevant information to keep the business active in the 
nutrition sphere, and reaching current and potential customers.  
 
By following these 7 easy steps, you will have your home-based nutrition business up and 
running in no time. These steps will give your business a strong foundation as you continue to 
build for the future.  
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